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The Caddie.Speedy trolley is a
solution for an increased mobility in
stores, and represents an alternative
to traditional shopping baskets as it
extends the shopping comfort even
to the parking.

Designed to fit the latest trends of
city stores, or as a complementary
trolley, Caddie.Speedy is a real
differentiation tool that enables the
retailer to win customers' loyalty.

Its features ease loading and unloading
phases and thus, make it essential to
customers' shopping comfort .

Light and compact, it fits closely the
customers' paths, which makes it the
perfect shopping companion.

In the store's sections, during the
checkout and in the car park, the trolley
fits all customer profiles.

For the retailer and its customers, it
is a way to combine the elegance of
a contemporary design and hybrid
advantages.
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" A solution designed for customer care
and increased turnover! "
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Nesting distance : 150 mm

> Mobile and convenient
> Top-of-the-range design
> Improved hygiene
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> Retail. Food retail

CONVENIENCE
The ideal and handy companion.
· Caddistar C composite casters with
integrated ball bearing.
· Free main handle and peripheral
grips.
· A steel-tubed base for a lighter
trolley.
· 360° - leg clearance provided by
specific spaces all around the base.
A peaceful shopping atmosphere.
· Silence kits : Caddistar C Composite
casters and silence pads.
Improved hygiene.
· Metallic - Caddie® - meshed basket.

100 L

Purchasing capacity
Reference

7 784 01 03

10 trolleys line

2 036 mm

Characteristics

Standard

MANOEUVRABILITY
Tube base
Caddistar C Composite casters
Front and side handles
COMFORT
Composite silence kit
MODULARITY & COMMUNICATION
Side lock
Customization (logo)
Caddiroc® coating Seat, base, backflap & basket
Plastic basket color
Red Ral 3000 - Blue Ral 5002 - Grey Ral 7016

Options

·
·
·
·

3 sacs

5 sacs
·
·

·
·

DESIGN

ERGONOMICS

PROMOTION

A top-of-the-range and avant-gardist
model.
· Harmonious association of metal and
plastic materials : continuity between
historical mesh and modern lines.
· A mix of color giving it a unique
and differentiating identity.
· An original-curved base designed
for a life-sized companion.
Protection of the trolley and its
environement.
· Front side including a shock absorber
bumper function.

An eased organisation of shopping
and less efforts during loading and
unloading.
· Raised basket bottom.
· Uniform loading threshold for handy
access all around the trolley.

Reinforces retailer's identity, conveys
its values and promotes its image.
· Innovative and top - of - the - range
design.
· Side promotional space with
customized sticker (80 x 65 mm).
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"The new Caddie.Speedy is so convenient,
going shopping is much more pleasant ! "
Isabelle P. - FRANCE

